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Casting a new eye on angling

Editorial
S

pring is here! Although this week, ending
24th March, Mother Nature has had a bit
of a rethink and decided to give us one last
blast of polar air. Regardless, anglers and fish
alike are really beginning to wake up in earnest
now and the early mornings, long, hazy days and
drawn out evenings of summer we all dream of are
within sight. There are weeks of spring to come
yet though, my own favourite time of the year.
Everything seems so full of life and enthusiasm, a
fresh start for all.
What are your goals fishing-wise for this
year? Or are you like me in that you don’t really
set targets anymore, instead just happy to take
what opportunities may come along? Other than
obviously aiming to fish as much as possible, I think
we all have little goals that we’d like to achieve, or
try to, at least. It might be a first example of a certain
species, or as many species as possible, a new
personal best in terms of weight or length, a range
of specimen-sized fish or to simply try out a new
method, tactic or venue. That, surely, is one of the
greatest things about being an angler – the wide
choice we all have to pretty much enjoy angling
the way we want to. Fishing is a very personal
thing and it is entirely up to individual as to how
he or she goes about it. When you think about it,
very few other pastimes in life allow this degree of
freedom. And yet, equally, the choice exists to not
pursue every species under the sun, to not try new
things. If you are happy doing what you do and
how you do it, and are not hurting anyone else’s
efforts in the process, then that is really all that
matters. After all, it’s what fishing is supposed to
be about – enjoyment!
However, as I hope comes across strongly
in this publication, there is huge joy in sampling
different types of angling. There is endless variety
out there… We try our best every single issue to
provide something of interest for most, if not all,
anglers and while content could be very generally
grouped into the three major disciplines - “game”,
“coarse” and “sea” – there is actually a huge amount
of crossover between these, if you look closely.
Watch a salmon angler cast a fly (as we did with
Alan Nolan, pg62) and you will see clear similarities
with any other type of river fishing – reading the
water above and below the surface is all important.
Watch a bass angler off the rocks and you will start
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to see skills and tricks used by all other predator
anglers, fresh or saltwater. Presenting a dry fly in a
natural manner is very like a coarse match angler
striving to get their presentation spot on to induce
regular bites. Of course, I could give endless other
examples, for fishing, at a fundamental level,
is fishing. It’s all basically the same. We are all
basically the same; just an angler trying to catch a
fish with some sort of rod and line. This is why we
need more togetherness, more community spirit
between us, to fight the common battles such as
overfishing, pollution and mismanagement.
Eagle-eyed readers will no doubt notice
anyway when flicking through this issue but our
good friends at Fishing Tackle Ireland have
given all OtS readers an exclusive 5% off all
orders (online & in-store) from now until the 31st
May! It is one of the leading tackle shops in Ireland
and like us caters for all anglers so be sure to avail
of this great offer - see pg17.
I hope each and every one of you gets out
as much as possible over the coming weeks and
that you catch the fish of your dreams. If you do,
send us a picture!
Peace,
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THE

GOOD
BAD
BEAUTIFUL

“ This is all part of life unfortunately.
The bad times make the good times
even better though, and as an angler,
sometimes all it takes is a big one to
make you forget all the troubles ”

AND THE

THE

Words & images: JAMES NORTON

DESPITE WHAT MOST OTHER MAGAZINES PORTRAY,
ANGLING ISN’T ALL SUNSHINE AND ROSES. OFTEN IT IS
FINANCIALLY, PHYSICALLY AND MENTALLY CHALLENGING,
ONLY RARELY GOING TO PLAN. BUT WHEN IT DOES, IT
MORE THAN MAKES UP FOR ALL THE HARDSHIPS...

P

ike fishing certainly
has its ups and downs,
just like most things in
life. You can plan the
future any way you like
but nothing is guaranteed and
being prepared for obstacles to
arise is a wise thing to do. I
personally was not prepared
for the obstacles that arose
throughout my own pike
season. Having had such a good
2015/’16 season, with plenty of
good doubles and a few ‘ score
‘ fish , I was delighted with
how everything went .The only
major setback I had was when I
managed to snap the pull chord
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on my then main outboard. An
easily fixable problem, but not
when you’re out on an island
in a strengthening gale! I was
forced to motor downwind with
my electric motor. The wind
had increased to force 8, way
beyond what was forecast (no
surprise there) and I was simply
unable to get back to the area
I’d launched from. I eventually
got to the shore at the other
end of the lough. Two bank-side
anglers did me a huge favour
and minded my boat and fishing
gear as I made my way back to
the other end of the lough to
pick up the jeep and trailer.

It was a disaster of a day, but
no major loss. I’d lost one days
fishing time, plus a new recoil
starter was fitted which didn’t
break the bank. This season
however, the obstacles were
a bit bigger, and my fishing
suffered, as well as my financial
situation. This is all part of life
unfortunately. The bad times
make the good times even
better though, and as an angler,
sometimes all it takes is a big
one to make you forget all the
troubles of the recent past, and
that’s exactly what happened to
me!

M

y first trips were had in early
September (2016). The
weather at the time was great,
very little wind, very little rain
and consistent high pressure.
I’d chosen a particular venue
as I knew it would produce in
flat calm conditions, as long
as I fished the baits or lures
down deep. I had a cracking
days fishing the year before,
landing two twenties and two
doubles from very deep water,
trolled sardines and herrings
doing the business. Approaching
the first underwater “hill” I set
the stop knots at 35 feet to
fish over 45 feet. I also noticed
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the water temperature and
general weather conditions were
identical to the previous year’s
red letter day, so I was confident
a repeat performance would
occur. I reckon the farmed
sea bass (one of my favourite
deadbaits) was in the water
for about a minute when the
baitrunner made that sweet
sound and after a few powerful
lunges and some violent head
shaking, the first proper pike of
the season came aboard. I love
those early season fish when the
water temp is up - they certainly
pull your string a bit!
I released her after some
quick photos and made myself
a celebratory coffee. Two more
fish paid me a visit later in the
day and I packed it in at dusk,
delighted with how the season
had started. I thought to myself
“happy days, this could be an
even better year”, but then
things went downhill, back uphill
and then downhill again soon
after…
On the 19th of October
last, I unfortunately had my
jeep written-off whilst stopped
at a red light. The driver who
had bought the car two hours
beforehand, and had only been
insured for all of thirty minutes,
claimed she hit the clutch pedal
instead of the break and went
into the back of me doing 60
odd km’s an hour. Needless to
say, the jeep was six feet under.
Thankfully no one was injured
and the driver admitted full
liability, but the next morning I
woke up and realised that I now
had to deal with an insurance
company for God knows how
long, and, even worse, that
it would be a while before I’d
be hitching the boat up and
setting out on any sort of fishing
adventure!
After three weeks of
emails, phone calls and being
put on hold while that degrading
music plays in the background,
they eventually paid out and I
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A Halloween tope just about kept me sane but I was seriously missing my piking...

what I was in for and I was very
pleased with what I found. A
severe cold spell was on route,
and the forecasts suggested
that as the days and nights got
colder, the wind was to change
from south to south west, right
the way around to north, then
to east with consistent high
pressure and no rain. It looked
good for the bigger fish to be
on the move. I arrived the first
morning and got trolling by
around 8am, not expecting any
action until midday. One rod had
3 small sardines on, the other a
red mullet. Some days you just
know it’s going to happen, and
on this day I knew it would; it
was just a matter of time.

Never fail to appreciate moments like these. For most of us they are far too rare...

purchased a bigger jeep the first
made contact with what turned
week of November which I was
out to be a pristine female
sure would not only improve my
tope of about 30-40 pounds. I
fishing but would be an ideal
remember driving back down
“ I was halfway to the slip when I
vehicle to have for work as I was
the motorway that evening in
in the process of starting up my
my mother’s desperate little
noticed something was wrong... Three
own landscaping/tree surgery
Renault with a big smile on my
days later and €450 poorer, I returned
business. It was a painful, dry
face. Thanks again, Heffo!
spell for me up to that point, on
After a week or so spent
to the venue to finish what I had
the fishing front. Facebook was
getting used to the new vehicle,
started. I’d missed my big chance ”
alive with numerous big pike
a 3-day trip was planned for
captures from all around the
the end of November. I checked
country, some of which were
the weather websites to see
from venues that I’d
regularly fish, and the
I patiently waited
weather was seemingly
for a take and finally at
perfect the whole time,
around 1pm, just as I
just to rub salt into
trolled over a baitfish
the wound. The only
shoal in deep water,
thing that kept me from
the baitrunner gave
breaking down to tears
a few clicks and the
during this period was
float bobbed but never
an invite to target some
buried. I thought maybe
late season tope with
it was just a small pike
Mark Heffernan. Mark
trying to turn the bait. I
is a great guy to fish
struck anyway and felt
with, and his knowledge
some resistance, then all
about predatory sea
went slack for a second
fish, especially tope, a
or two. I reeled rapidly
species I hope to target
and made contact
from my own boat in
again, realising the fish
the future, is second
had swum towards the
to none. He reckoned
boat and was definitely
there’d be a few about
hooked. Then it dived
and as always he was on
and it was then that I
the money. My mackerel
knew this was one of
was hit several times
the special ones. I got
New jeep, new start? Some days you just know it’s going to happen and,boy, did it happen! A very hard fighting, wide-backed fish of 25lb
before I eventually
it to the surface twice

but both times it said “good
luck” and went straight down
under the boat giving some very
violent head shakes. Fighting a
big pike in cold water normally
doesn’t last very long to be
honest. Sometimes they do one
run and just give up soon after
and it’s just a case of heaving
them into the net then. This
one was a rule breaker though
and fought like an early season
fish. Eventually she was netted,
all 25 pounds of her. A short,
wide-backed, plump fish covered
in rows of spots. The fact that
this would be a fish of a lifetime
for many anglers wasn’t lost
on me. I floated back to my
accommodation that evening in
a happy daze and checked the
forecast for the two days ahead;
the cold spell was still slipping in
gradually so I was full of hope
and excitement for the next
morning.
I was halfway to the slip
when I noticed something was
wrong. The voltage meter in
the jeep was reading 11 when
it should have been reading 14.
Then I lost my warm air and
the window fogged up, which
didn’t help. Then the lights
went. I desperately tried to
get to the nearest garage but
conked out a quarter of a mile
from it. It was obvious that the
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My good friend Jimmy Delaney with a lovely mid-double taken at dawn from a new lake

alternator had ceased to exist.
I did a convincing impression of
Basil from Fawlty Towers on the
side of the road when I realised
this! Three days later and €450
poorer, I returned to the venue
to finish what I had started. I’d
missed my big chance as by
now the cold spell had settled
in and a warmer spell was on
route with a less-than-ideal wind
direction. Still, I fished my socks
off for the two days I was there
but only managed a couple of
smaller pike. I hitched the boat
up and made my way home, still
over the moon with the capture
of the 25, of course, but not so
over the moon with the dodgy
alternator and the poor fishing
that resulted.
As I neared home
(Dublin), I noticed something
else was wrong. The engine was
making horrible noises and it
began to overheat. “What now!”
I thought. I brought it back
to the garage and discovered
I had a major issue with the
crankshaft. This was a big repair
job and I spent all my savings
to have it done. I’d bought the
jeep with the impression that it
wouldn’t need any major repairs
straight away, plus the initial
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premium to have it insured had
emptied the wallet to begin
with. I was quiet work-wise at
the time, too, which made it
worse, but obviously the bigger
issue was that fishing was put
off again for almost four weeks!
Eventually the new jeep
was fixed, and I got back out
again between Christmas and
New Year’s. I was delighted
to be finally westbound once
again, but I had a sour taste in
my mouth from everything that
had happened up until then.
Sure enough, another obstacle
arose, in the form of the worst
flu I’ve had in all my life just
as the trip got started! I met
up with Jimmy Delaney, a good
friend of mine who I’ve shared
many great days pike fishing
with. The plan was to fish a
new venue I’d discovered, but
as we made our way out to our
chosen destination in the pitch
black, it was obvious I was in no
condition to be out on a boat all
day. I’d spent what little money I
had to fish that trip anyway so I
struggled on hoping for the best.
It turned out to be a great first
day, Jimmy winning on numbers
with fish of 12, 15 and 18lb and
I was the winner on size with a

nice “19” - all fish were taken on
the troll in comfortable weather
conditions. It cheered me right
up. I didn’t fish the second day
as the flu turned things up a
notch so that was it for the first
half of the season.
January 2017 came
round and I had mixed feelings
about the second half of the
season. Would the jeep have
another major breakdown?
Would the calm, dry weather

we’d had up to then change
back to the wet and windy low
pressure systems we would
expect at this time of year?
Would I end up with another
dose of the manliest of all man
flu’s just as a multiple day trip
was planned? Would work pick
up so I could even afford to go
fishing?
With all this in mind, I
stayed vigilant for the rest of the
season. January was pretty poor
for me, with a total of nine days
fishing on three different venues
only producing a few doubles. I
witnessed several big pike being
caught from around me during
this time on all three venues
which was nice to see, but it just
wasn’t happening personally.
Many different baits and lures
were offered but there’s only so
much you can do as an angler
to get a pike to take, the rest
is down to them. You might be
on a water and enjoying serious
sport while another angler in a
water nearby, or even on the
same water as you, is having a
brutal time of it. There is a lot of
luck in fishing.
February came and I
was still having poor fishing.
The jeep continued to function

I was suffering the worst flu of my life on the same trip to the new lake but this lovely “19” cheered me right up

“ Overall, life was certainly challenging
at the time. I knew there was only two
ways of making everything right; it was
either to win the lottery, or land a huge
pike before the season ended ”
although I kept my eyes on
the engine dials and sensors
more than the road at times!
Work was also not as busy as
the previous few years and the
business I’d planned on starting
up had to wait as my savings
were very minimal due to the
repair works needed earlier in
the season. Overall, life was
certainly challenging at the time.
I knew there was only two ways
of making everything right; it
was either to win the lottery,
or land a huge pike before the
season ended. I reckoned a
thirty would be more easily
achievable than the lottery
but as I said earlier, there is
no guarantee’s in life nor in
fishing and you must expect the
unexpected. I knew all I could
do was continue fishing the
way I always had and hoped
that the pike God’s would shine
their light. And that’s exactly
what they did on the 16th of
February.
The day started well
with a 16-pounder taken out in
deep water. The sonar showed
a lot of baitfish around so I
knew I’d a chance of a good
fish if I stayed in the 20-25ft
mark along the “hill” I was
fishing over, but I noticed that
the water temperature had
risen by a degree and a half
since the last time I’d visited.
Between February and April is
normally when pike move to
their spawning grounds, and this
can be anywhere from flooded
grassy banks to river mouths or
islands. There’s no exact time
or temperature for it to happen

either, it really varies from water
to water, but I had a feeling
that it might be time to leave
the open water and head to
shallower grounds to see if any
of the big females had moved
in early. The wind had picked
up anyway so it made sense. I
made my way to a shallow river
mouth, an area I’d never fished
before. I motored around slowly
and found a slightly deeper area
near to the mouth so I felt this
was where I’d a chance of a
take, a holding area if you like.
As I turned the boat around I
saw a big swirl in the shallows
which gave me a real boost of
confidence as I knew there was
at least one big pike in the area,
but was there another willing to
take my bait?
Out went a big herring.
I made a pass over the deep
area - nothing. I turned the boat
around and passed over the
area again. This time the float
vanished. There were shallow
humps all around so I initially
thought I’d snagged up on the
bottom. I leaned into whatever
caused the float to disappear
and the rod went solid. I still
thought I’d just hooked a pile
of weed or a lump of wood,
when all of a sudden, as calm
as you like, up popped an
enormous pike with my herring
firmly clamped in its jaws. I
then became nervous. This was
the fish I’d been waiting for.
Realising I wasn’t in deep open
water and fishing around several
snags, I knew I had to get it in
the net as soon as possible. It
made one powerful run for the
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Whether is was through luck or perseverance I don’t know but with 32lb 8oz of wild Irish pike I didn’t care!

reeds but the through-action rod
did its job and steered the fish
away from the danger zone and
back towards the boat. The fight
was a short affair, thankfully, as
it slipped into the net first go.
Not an epic fight we all dream
of by any means but I was glad
it didn’t go that way. I peered
over the side of my boat into the
net and the first thing I saw was
that the hooks that had fallen
out and were lightly hooked in
the mesh near the top frame.
Below lay my new personal
best at 32lb 8oz. I removed the
hooks from the mesh, wedged
the net handle between my
legs and gave out an almighty
yelp that startled a few water
hens nearby. All the personal
problems of the past were
now gone. They didn’t matter
anymore. I’m sure winning
the lottery would have been
great as well but catching and
releasing a wild Irish thirty and
the satisfaction you get from
it is something money simply
can’t buy. Only an angler can
understand the happiness and
joy I felt that moment.
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I wish I could of held onto her
a bit longer but if you’re going
to put a pike through a bit of
bother, make sure you do it
as fast as you can. Only three
minutes, but it’s three minutes
that will stay with me for a
lifetime.
It’s now early March as
a write this and the weather
has gone sour. Storm Doris blew
through last week giving
the country a good
thrashing and heavy
rains are still falling
which will give the
waters a well-needed
boost, as levels are very low
nationwide for the time of year.
I have one more trip planned
for the end of the month so
hopefully the jeep stays alive
until then and the weather
subsides for it. As I reflect on
the season I’ve had, I fished a
lot less than in previous years,
with less big fish captures and
more financial losses than ever
before, but that’s life, you just
have to roll with the punches.
Good times were had in
between the bad and no matter
what life throws at me, I know
I can always rely on fishing to
keep my sanity and happiness.

After a minute or so, I brought
her into the boat and got a
really good look at her. She had
an incredible set of shoulders,
a head as big and as flat as an
oar, and a huge girth, clearly
well-fed and full of spawn so
great care was taken when
she was aboard. The self takes
went surprisingly well (even
more difficult on a boat, let me
tell you) and she was carefully
JN
returned back into the river
mouth. I highly doubt she was
a river fish as she was simply
too short and well-built to be
one. I suspect
she was a lough
resident that
had come to the
river mouth to
drop her eggs.
The next day I
blanked, but as
if I cared! The
capture and
release of that
fish took all of
three minutes,
although it, of
course, seemed
A new PB of 32lb 8oz. Three minutes that will stay with me for a lifetime
much longer.
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STOCKISTS OF QUALITY
GAME, CARP, PIKE,
COARSE & SEA TACKLE
FIND US:

www.fishingtackleireland.ie

CONTACT US:

065-679 7450

sales@fishingtackleireland.ie

SALE

3D Line Thru
Trout 27.5cm

Now in an even bigger & better store
SAME BUSINESS PARK, NEW UNIT

New address:
Unit 8,
Quin Road Business Park,
Ennis,
CLICK
Co. Clare
FOR
MAP

Be sure to check out our
WEEKLY SPECIALS!

Only 		
€10.99

Just
€14.99

Original
5-13cm

Just €9.99
Airflo
boat
cushion

Only
€16.99
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Berkley boat
rod holder

WE HAVE MOVED!

Off the Scale

Salmo Hornet 4cm

Just €6.49

Fiish Black
Minnow
combo

Just €8.49

*** 5% discount for all Off the Scale readers ***
PROMO CODE: OTSREAD5PC

*Offer valid online & in
store until 31st May incl.
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Casting for
RECOVERY
Cancer is something that has affected all
of us, in one way or another. We spoke to Jill Grieve,
someone who is orchestrating great work by using
angling as a novel method of aiding recovery in breast
cancer patients
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Jill, for people who haven’t
heard of the work you do can
you just explain what Casting
for Recovery does and why
and when it was set up?
Casting for Recovery is a wellestablished programme in the
US and was brought over to the
UK and Ireland by our founder,
a lady called Sue Hunter, ten
years ago. Sue had had breast
cancer on two occasions and
a friend recommended that
she try fishing as a form of
relaxation and therapy. Initially
quite sceptical, she thought
“why not?” and went along, and
the next thing she knew she
was completely hooked. Never
one to do things by halves, Sue
went on to captain the England
Ladies Fly Fishing team, so
you could say that fishing really
changed her life. When she
first heard about Casting for
Recovery in the US she couldn’t
believe that no one had thought
of it in the UK and Ireland
before. The idea is so simple
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– take ladies who have had
breast cancer on a residential
retreat with a professional and
supportive team of volunteers.
The ladies are given fly casting
tuition (and a morning’s guided
fly fishing on the last day) and
that works as a form of very
gentle physiotherapy. The
retreat is for body and mind
equally and the programme
also allows for counselling and
medical advice.
Sue sought out the
Countryside Alliance at the
Game Fair in the summer of
2006 and we were so bowled
over by the idea, and Sue’s
enthusiasm, that we reached for
our cheque book straight away.
The Countryside Alliance has
always been the major backer
of the programme, and in 2015
it took over the administration
lock-stock to enable Sue to
retire!
The first retreat was
held in September 2007, by
which time Orvis UK had come

on board as our official kit
suppliers – lucky for us we still
enjoy a strong partnership. Our
volunteer base includes medics,
counsellors and, of course,
fly casting instructors, and we
aim to provide support, fun,
friendship and, hopefully, fish,
to each lady. The focus is very
much on helping the ladies to
move forward with confidence.

“

The idea is so simple – take ladies who have had
breast cancer on a residential retreat with a
professional and supportive team of volunteers

Tell us a little more about how
exactly the programme works.
We operate across the UK and
Ireland, going to beautiful hotels
and resorts and making the
experience as luxurious for the
ladies as we can. Each retreat
runs from Friday evening until
Sunday afternoon, and the
itinerary is packed. Ladies arrive
often feeling apprehensive and
unsure what’s in store, but we
soon put them at ease with
lots and lots of tea and chat.
The only real rule we work to,
and our mantra, is that “it’s all
about the ladies.” Everything

is done with them in mind.
The difference in the ladies
between the time of their arrival
to the time of their departure
is almost unbelievable. They
really blossom and grow in
confidence, and we have heard
that the confidence and joy
they take home with them has a
positive effect on those closest
to them too, so the retreat starts
something of a ripple.
The fly casting team
are amazing – Sue Hunter and
her friend Sue Shaw, a fellow
England international who
now works for the Countryside
Alliance, have great contacts
in the fishing world and so
the lady participants get a
top experience with some
really talented instructors who
share their love of fishing very
freely and inspire the ladies.
Casting is just one part of
the weekend though, and
the participants also try their
hand at entomology and flyidentification. The flies the ladies

use have all been donated by
various kind donors who also
want to share their passion.
The final day of the retreat
sees each lady paired with a
local volunteer fishing guide
to try and catch a trout. The
competitive edge comes to the
fore then, as you can imagine.
Having spent a large amount of
Saturday practicing fly casting
they are all keen to try the real
thing! The whoops of delight
around the lake or river on that
morning are just wonderful, and
there are a few tears too when
they have reeled in their fish.
Many of the hotels stock up
especially for us to ensure our
ladies have more than a chance
of feeling that magical pull for
the first time!
How many retreats are you
able to offer a year and where
are they usually based?
In 2017 we will run five retreats.
North Yorkshire, County Mayo,

Hampshire,
Angus and
Devon- and
we are
always on the
lookout for
appropriate
venues. I
am currently
looking at
a place in
Northern
Ireland as well and hope to go
there either later this year or in
2018. We would love to expand
the programme to the point that
we can keep up with demand
– Lord knows there are many,
many ladies out there who could
benefit from our particular brand
of therapy, but as a charity we
have to cut our cloth with the
resources we have. The lady
participants are treated to their
weekend free of charge. All they
need to do is get to us and we
take care of the rest, and that
will remain the case.
Funding is always a big issue
for charities, not least in the
angling sense. Do you receive
government funding or do you
rely solely on donations?
We rely solely on donations
and fundraisers, and we would
be nothing at all without the
incredible generosity of the
angling world.
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Why do you think angling,
and in particular fly fishing,
is such powerful tool
in supporting people in
recovery?

Other than financial
contributions, how else can
people support CfR?
Support comes in many forms,
and the easiest one is simply
to spread the word. Tell people
about us, mention our name
and what we do, and encourage
ladies to put their name down;
that is the best support we can
ask for. Of course, tying flies
is also a good way to support
us, as is giving us some time
by helping to guide at a retreat.
Casting for Recovery really does
give ladies their sparkle back,
and our guides have always
remarked on the joy they feel
when they get involved and help
a lady catch a fish. It’s a huge
high for everyone involved.
The wider public are starting
to realise the huge benefits
of angling, and nature in
general, as a treatment for
mental health issues. Is a
similar realisation happening
with regards breast cancer
recovery?
Yes, absolutely, and in fact
the Countryside Alliance more
broadly is really keen on the
whole “countryside therapy”
theme, which has gained a
huge amount of traction in the
last few years. Medics have
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“

When you are casting there
is nothing else in the world.
Concentrating on your cast
is just hugely absorbing and
when you are doing it you aren’t
thinking about test results,
treatment, your worries or
anything else. It is an escape,
and one which comes with a
stunning backdrop. Ladies can
also feel that they are taking
back control, and that is a

We help ladies get into a more positive
frame of mind and money can’t buy that
also told us of the
complementary
value of Casting
for Recovery
– it isn’t a cure
but for those
who have been
looking at the
four walls of a
hospital room
you can see the
appeal. Enjoying
the beauty of our
countryside and
getting immersed
in trying to make
the perfect cast
is incredibly good
for the health.
They say that
laughter is the
best medicine,
and that is
certainly true
here. We help
ladies get into
a more positive
frame of mind
and money can’t
buy that.

powerful feeling. I have long
said that fly fishing should be
prescribed by doctors as it is
such an effective feel-good
pursuit. Plus the fact that there
are many others enjoying their
day alongside you to share
the banter, support each other
and have a great time. There is
literally no down side.
How many volunteers does
CfR currently work with?
Do you see a high volunteer
return rate after retreat
completion? Do you find many
of your retreat participants
become anglers afterwards?
I am delighted to say that
our volunteer return rate is
exceptional, and staff put next
year’s dates in the diary as
they are leaving so they know
they are committed. We all look
forward to each retreat, the
camaraderie of the team is so
vital to its success. At present

“

When you are casting there is nothing else
in the world... you aren’t thinking about test
results, treatment, your worries or anything
else
we have over 30 volunteers and
are always happy to welcome
more!
Many ladies do stay in
touch and send us their fishy
pics, evidence of how much
they have enjoyed their time
with us. We have even seen
three ladies represent their
country in fly fishing, so we
have some really talented and
determined ladies. I am so
proud to have played a small
role in such a positive story.
Jill, many thanks for taking
the time to tell us about

CfR and we, and I imagine
everyone reading this, wish
you continued success in
making women’s lives better
through angling.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CLICK
THE LOGO ABOVE
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time

Early spring can be a funny time for many shore anglers.
Many of the usual summer species have yet to arrive in
numbers, and many of the traditional winter fish have
disappeared. But, as Gary Blake explains, there is still
plenty to do to get you through the lean spells...
Words: Gary Blake Images: Gary Blake & friends
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30LB AMNESIA
TRACE BODY

Crimps & beads

Size 4 Kamasan
Aberdeen B940

Small swivel

3ft

Lumi bead

Rubber stop
to keep bait
near hook

SHORT 15-20CM
15LB AMNESIA
SNOODS

Gemini clip
Plain lead for
more movement
on seabed

WHITING RIG
>

Scratching

inter turning to spring can
be a very gloomy time of year
for anyone but for anglers and other
outdoor enthusiasts it seems to get
particularly depressing; the long
nights, the rain, the wind and the fact
that most of our hard fighting sea fish
are all but a distant summer memory.
For me, I tend to turn to the dark
side and fish for pike until around
March but if you’re a dedicated sea
angler reading this then you’ll know
that once the salt gets in your veins
you’ll always get the itch to get out to a
beach or a pier to get a breath of that
fresh sea air and try to pull in a few
of the old reliable winter species. In
this piece I’m going to try and give you
some ideas about how to get out sea
fishing and what species you might
target during the colder and harsher
parts of angling season – scratching
time.
There are a few obvious
things you should bear in mind when
venturing out during the winter and
now early spring months. Firstly, it’s
going to be cold, especially at night, so
having a good thermal (or floatation)
suit with a hat and boots is important.
If you let yourself get cold you tend
to lose interest fairly quick and will
just want to head home. Also,
you’ll tend to spend more time
trying to keep warm and less
time actively fishing. Secondly,
always make sure you have
a good head torch and spare
batteries as most of the time you
will be fishing in the dark. It’s also
very important to study the weather and
tides before heading out, with some of
the biggest spring tides of the year being
in the February/March period. That,
mixed with high winds and low pressure
systems, can often make for extremely
dangerous conditions around the coast
- that’s something to keep in mind all
year-round, in fairness. Let somebody
at home know your plans, what time
you plan on getting home, where you’re
fishing etc.
Right, enough of the boring
stuff and back to talking about fishing.
I’ll pass on a few tips about various
different things I’ve learned over the
past few years which have got me
through the winter and early spring and
have given me my ‘fix’ of sea fishing
until the wrasse, hounds, tope and other
exciting summer fish come back on the
feed with gusto.

>

W

01 match

fishing

If you have any sort of a competitive
streak then I strongly suggest
joining up with a club. I know
competitions are run throughout
the year but it’s a great excuse to
get out beach fishing when it’s cold.
I know if I went out beach fishing
from January to March where I
live on the east coast of Ireland I’m
most likely going to be plagued by
small whiting with some dabs and
flounders thrown in the mix, and
maybe a bass or dogfish if I’m lucky.
To most people that doesn’t sound

like a very exciting session at all but
put 10 or 20 lads beside you who
are all trying to catch more whiting,
dabs and flounder than you and it
makes for one hell of an enjoyable
trip, especially when you know
there’s money and bragging rights
up for grabs. I find that for this sort
of fishing a simple 3-hook flapper
with size 4 Aberdeen hooks and
maybe some lumi’ beads do the job
nicely with small strips of mackerel
as bait.
> >
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02 think

Left
Friends James
McMahon &
Luke Farrell
with a pair of
hard fighting
congers. Even
fish of this size
will give you
the run around
if you’re not
prepared!

bigger

One of the larger species I like
to target is the powerful conger
eel. Conger can usually be caught
in close to most harbour walls,
especially those where trawlers
and small fishing boats are docked.
Usually bits of scrap fish get washed
in off these boats, which I’m sure
the conger are happy enough to
clean up. I tend to use a boat rod
and reel as they have plenty of
power to bully a big conger – and
boy do they pull back! Also a boat
rod and reel is handier for laying
down on the ground of a pier wall.
Don’t underestimate the power
of these fish – you will struggle to
find a stronger species. Use a good
heavy mono leader of 60-80lb. They
can (and will) swim backwards
into holes in the wall and rocks
so you’ll need a heavy leader to
try pull them out without cutting
through your line. They also have
sharp teeth, so 150lb mono or
higher hooklengths are required as
standard. I’ve always used a simple
running ledger with a size 6/0
meat hook and a half mackerel for
bait. I like to use a paper clip as a
rotten bottom for the weight, which
bends out easily under pressure
and allows the lead to fall off if it
becomes snagged. You could also
tie your lead on with a weaker link,
which will achieve the same effect
of ditching the lead if needs be.
Finally, make sure to bring
a drop net for piers or large landing
net to land a big eel - they can be
tricky!

Howto
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Learn how to
tie a simple
conger rig on
pg54 or by
clicking here
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03 specimen

Below
Rockling are
a personal
favourite of
mine and can
be found off
many easily
accessible
piers

hunting

If searching out above-average
sized fish is your thing, you will
already know that there’s not a
whole lot happening in the sea
this time of year but there is one
species I like to chase and that’s the
beautifully coloured three-Bearded
rockling. In a previous issue (issue
7, CLICK HERE) Craig Murphy
wrote a full article on how to target
this rarely fished for species which
you should definitely have a read
of. I’ll often head out to one of the
many harbours dotted along the
east coast for a short session after
work just to get out and clear the
head with the chance of pulling in a
specimen.
Like the conger, three
-beards can be found in tight to
most harbour walls or along the
many rocky bits of coast line. It’s
worth mentioning that I’ve often
been fishing for rockling and
gotten bitten off by conger. If that
starts happening then just switch
to the same set up as for conger as
outlined above. I’ve had my biggest
three-beard while fishing for
conger. They have huge mouths and
are not afraid to take a big bait on
a big hook but if you’re specifically
targeting rockling and know there
isn’t many conger about then my
advice would be to go with hooks
somewhere between size 2 and

04 species

hunting

As I covered in the last issue (issue
14, click here if you missed it),
doing some species hunting can
make catching small winter species
a bit more exciting and rewarding.
There are many online species
hunts you can join which run
throughout the year but is good
to get off to a good start early by
getting all the traditional winter
and early season species out of the
way first. Try some L.R.F. (light
rock fishing) and you should pick
up things like scorpion fish, some
gobies, blennies and some juvenile
pollock, poor cod, whiting etc.
Mini sabikis baited with tiny bits
of rag worm or mackerel dropped
tight against harbour walls and into
rocky ground will produce fish with
this style of fishing. By the end of
March last year (2016) I had racked
up 18 individual species, so there
is plenty of variety to be caught if
you’re willing to put the effort in.

Above
Hunting small species like
this stunning Scorpion fish
gets very addictive and
certainly helps to pass the
less productive periods
Left
Winter codling really do
have a cult status with a
lot of anglers but angling
returns are getting worse
and worse it seems

05 codding

2/0, depending on whether you
only want the specimen size fish or
if you just want a rockling of any
size. A one-hook paternoster or
running ledger with mackerel bait
is the most effective way to fish for
them and sometimes I add a ‘lumi
bead for added attraction. As for
congers, or any fishing near snaggy
ground, use a rotten bottom for
your lead, as rockling are notorious
for swimming into snags.

Last but not least there’s cod
fishing. For some anglers cod
fishing is their be-all and end-all.
Personally, I can take it or leave
it but I do enjoy hitting one of
the Waterford or Cork estuaries a
couple of times in the early part
of the season to try for a few big
head- nodding cod. Maybe I’m
not the biggest fan of cod fishing
because I’ve never actually caught
any proper big cod, from the shore
anyway. Cod stocks are a mere
fraction of what they used to be
due to overfishing, with the size
and numbers available to shore
anglers nowadays often being less
than inspiring. Maybe then I’m
not the man to be giving advice on
targeting cod but the way I would
fish is with one rod at distance,
using a pulley rig baited with a big

peeler crab, with a second rod a
bit closer in, armed with a 3-hook
flapper, baited up with a trio of
juicy lug worm. Usually in those
estuaries you’re going to need grip
leads as the tide, coupled with the
rivers flow, can push your baited
rigs into the bank in no time. Also
if it’s been raining a lot around the
time you’re planning on fishing,
don’t expect as many fish. There
will be a lot more fresh water
coming down the river which may
push the fish into deeper, more
saline water.

Well I hope this article will help get
you out to the salt a bit more during
the darker months and gave you
some useful tips to help you get the
results. During the winter and early
spring I tend to keep these sessions
as local as I can and keep them
fairly short and sweet, so don’t be
stressing about planning major
trips up and down the country. You
will find a lot of these sessions don’t
go to plan but just keep trying. I’m
noticing the days getting longer
already and it won’t be long until I’ll
be standing on a beach at 10pm in
a t-shirt hoping for a smooth hound
to take my rod out of its stand. I
can’t wait! Until then, tight lines
folks.
GB
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Tag-a -Ray
Weekend
13th & 14th May
Tralee Bay SAC

NOW
OPEN
TO KA
YAK
ENTRI
ES

Boat comp must be paid in advance . Payment in
full to secure place
Boat 80 euro for both days
Shore 30 euro for both days .
Ring 0879924002 to book and arrange payment

2 day Boat and Shore Competition
Aimed directly at the match or dedicated angler who fish with long range, fixed
spool surf casting rods and need the flexibility of using different diameter lines.
A versatile reel that can accommodate any one of three spare spools available.
This expandable system gives you the versatility to adapt to any fishing situation.
Features an ultra precise drag, a slow oscillation system and comes with a
medium and deep spool, reel bag and spool bands.
Tech Specs: 11 Shielded SS Bearings, Gear Ratio 4.6:1

Head quarters –West End Bar -Fenit
Sign on 8.30 am Sat 13th

VIRTUOSO XT - RRP £79.99 | SPARE SPOOLS - RRP £15.99 to £17.99
/TRONIXPRO

/TRONIXPRO1

/TRONIXPRO

#TRONIXPRO#VIRTUOSO

FOR NEWS, BLOGS AND YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST VISIT WWW.TRONIXPRO.COM
#YOURCATCHES - CAUGHT A PRIZED CATCH ON OUR GEAR, WE WANT TO KNOW ABOUT IT, SUBMIT YOURS TODAY AT
WWW.TRONIXFISHING.COM/YOUR-CATCHES
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Ask the experts - Jason Summers
																									
			

#askOtS

Ask
the

EX?ERTS

We ran a special tench version
of Ask the Experts for this
issue on our Facebook page,
with our expert none other
than Jason Summers, one of
Ireland’s very best big tench
anglers.
Below is some of the most
helpful, thought-provoking
and entertaining material that
resulted...

TENCH

Jason Summers

Go to pg 56 or
click here to s
ee
Jason’s top ten
ch
rigs

Matthew Kearney I’m hoping to fish for a specimen this year. Haven’t a lot of knowledge
about good tench lakes, and don’t expect anyone to share for obvious reasons. But for
someone going specimen hunting for tench what advice would you give for prebaiting
and how much is enough? I’m always afraid I’ll overfeed or not put enough in to get
them grubbing confidently.
Well Matthew, prebaiting is generally done in the build up to a session. Determining how much
to put in is based on the stock levels of the lake and also maybe the levels of the nuisance
fish. I don’t normally put in prebait the night before I go fishing, if I did it would be minimal. I
generally prefer to bait up a few evenings before I’m due to head out, thus giving the tench
time to visit and eat at their leisure. If you are unsure of the stock level of tench etc. I would
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bait up more sparingly and would instead build it up over the course of the session. With tench
being so inquisitive you can get away with baiting up during a session. The amount of bites and
activity should determine the feeding pattern you choose. There is no set rules for feeding take note of what you feed and the amounts and overtime you will develop an understanding of
how much, why and when mate.
Tony O’ Neill Hi Jason. My question is not very technical but when you go out on a day
or night for tench what is on your mind the most? What do you have on your mind that
you think others don’t? Apart from knowing when and where and how to fish, what do
you think you have that makes you catch bigger fish than most others?
I like that question Tony. When I head off fishing for big tench I erase the memory of the last
or latest sessions. Complacency in angling is the biggest downfall. Sure being robotic and
repeating exactly what you did last time can work but I’ve found with big tench that to catch
them consistently you have to be willing to make changes; react to the weather, timing, air
pressure, feeding etc. You only get this ability (watercraft I suppose some call it) Tony, mate,
from an intimate knowledge of both your venue and quarry. Over time I have developed
methods to catch a lot of tench and of course the more tench you catch the greater the chance
a bigger fish is amongst them. There is no special big fish rig or bait, a tench is a tench. There
are just a lot less big ones about. I time
everything. Every session I take note of
the time of bites, occurrences, rolling etc.
and this applies to every venue. Over time
you get a mental image of what should
happen but you must be ready to react to
the slightest change of plan.

There is no special big fish rig
or bait, a tench is a tench. There
are just a lot less big ones about
Glenn McCormack What time of the year do tench spawn and does milder weather
prompt them into spawning early? What is the earliest you have experienced tench
spawning?
Tench spawning can vary. Weather and water temperature are the main factors, as is the depth
of the venue. The not so obvious questions are is it spring-fed, exposed to the elements etc.
They say tench need a stable water temp of 18-20°C to successfully spawn but I’m sure this
varies. In general I believe they approach spawning from late May to early July. I have seen
tench spawn around the end of May before but they don’t spawn all at once. Spawning can be
a drawn out affair with several attempts before it is successful. With inconsistent weather and
temps spawning in Irish waters is often sporadic and unsuccessful. In some waters, in some
years, they don’t spawn at all.
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Glenn McCormack And another question, for those who are only learning about tench
and only new to the sport that might be helpful for them... How do you tell the sex of a
tench, the difference between male and female?
The best way to determine the sex of a tench is
the basic shape of the pelvic fins, found on the
underside of the fish. Males have large scoop or
spoon-shaped ventral fins (fish on the right in the
picture) and bulging gonads, while the females’
fins are smaller, slimmer and spear-shaped in
profile (on the left). In general the females grow
larger than the males. In Ireland this is often by
no more than a pound to two pounds, certainly
not the “double the weight of a male for a female”
nonsense you often hear!

Simon McGarry What do you find your most successful groundbait mix and hookbait?
Also do you catch more float fishing or on a baitrunner set up?
Hi Simon. I use many different mixes and hook baits in my tench fishing. A favourite and very
successful mix would be more particle based than traditional ground bait. A mix of hemp,
wheat, caster, maggot, corn & pellet laced with
liquid of a dense format can be deadly when
fishing for a number of fish. Hook bait choice can
be very dependent mate on what works on the
day or session. Caster, corn, maggot and boilie
can all work on their day. Sometimes though it
is not what you’re feeding, it is how you feed it
that is more important. Don’t be afraid to react to
bites and feed over their heads. This can produce
bites when things have seemingly slowed up. I
catch a lot more on a bait runner set up. It’s a
multiple rod technique so it lends itself to bigger
catches. Bolt rigging is very successful. I catch
less on the float but the enjoyment is far more
increased. One on the float is worth 10 on the
ledger to me.

Sometimes though it is not what
you’re feeding, it is how you feed it
that is more important
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Nick Price If you could take only one hook bait with you tench fishing what would it be?
Just one hookbait Nick? Hmmm... that would have to be corn. A bright and visual bait, strong
smelling, oozing in natural sugars and salts and small fish resilient. It comes in plastic also and
can be fished popped up, in stacks or a piece under the float. Yes, corn for me, mate.

Alex Denby How would you approach a medium sized lake you don’t know? Heaps of
bait a la bream fishing or more refined?
Hi Alex. On a medium sized lake I never go in with heaps of bait, tending to build it up more
gradually. Tench are a totally different species to bream and react and feed quite differently.
Firstly try to determine where you want to fish, i.e. the margins or at range, and then slowly
introduce bait. In another question I have answered you will find details of a good spod mix that
I use. A little prebait, if you can, will have them visiting the area. Let the number of bites and
activity determine what you do next fella, and always take a note of what you have done so you
can increase of decrease the bait or make changes on the next session.

Fergal Scullier What are your thoughts on rig material for big tench? What do you think
of dropping leads like the carp guys do?
Well, Fergal, for all my rigs I like to keep it simple, with sharp strong reliable hooks (mostly
wide gapes) and a braided hook link that I totally trust. Far too many anglers are sucked into
buying rig components without the slightest understanding of why they need them or how to
use them. Talking about bolt rigging with hair rigs, I have caught every fish during my lifetime
on a simple knotless knotted hook and braid set up. Keep it simple, strong and reliable - you
need to totally trust in what you are using. Big tench will test it more than any other species
because of the environment
they live in. I would never set
out to drop leads mate. But
some situations determine
that it may be safer for the fish
to do so. I honestly haven’t
lost that many leads when
tenching. If your choice of
swim is weeding up that badly
then you may need to change
swims or fish differently.
Lost fish could be the result
otherwise, or even worse
damaged fish.
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John Taylor How would you decide what lake to target early season tench ? What
features would the lake have to have? i.e. shallow, or maybe in a certain region of the
country
Happily, John, deciding what lake to fish for early season tench isn’t that hard to fathom out.
In Ireland we have counties that produce and hold more tench than others. Roscommon,
Leitrim, Cavan, Monaghan, Fermanagh and Clare, for example. Give or take a few others,
these counties produce more fish than anywhere else. In all of these counties some of the
waters produce earlier than others. Is this a co-incidence? I believe not. More often than
not it is a small to medium sized water with good to average depths approaching double
figures or just over it, or a lough that contains shallower areas with one naturally deep area
(for overwintering). These waters will also hold a good to large head of hungry tench. More
often than not some of these waters will have a history of producing early season sport, i.e.
Lanesborough at the top of Lough Ree does big tench early doors. The bigger systems in
Ireland take longer to heat up and the tench can obviously be more widespread. Congregation
on these venues leads to better results in general. Unfortunately hard work and baiting up is
the key to unlocking some of the waters early season. I started fishing for tench in January
this year and baited up once per week
in general, this eventually paid off and
the bait kept a slow trickle of fish visiting
the spot. Prep work is vital in catching
early season fish. Baiting levels can be
critical this time of year so go in with small
amounts of bait. It’s no surprise that
some waters have gained a reputation for
switching on early but remember that these
waters are often the first also to receive
bait from anglers, hence the catching. What
if this was applied to other waters within
the vicinity? It would be very interesting to
see the results.

Prep work is vital in catching
early season fish. Baiting levels
can be critical this time of year so
go in with small amounts of bait

1 Friars Mill Road,
Mullingar,
Co. Westmeath
Tel: 044-9301133

A huge thanks to Jason for his time and insight!
We hope you found that interesting and maybe
learned a thing or two in the process. Be sure to
keep an eye out for the next round of our Ask the
Experts on our social media pages during early May. Why not get involved?
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Sonik SKS unhooking cradle
Comes with waterproof case
Only €57.98

OPEN
S
SUNDAY
11 - 3

Carp

Game

Pike

Sea

Coarse

All under one roof!

Nash Scope Black-Ops shelter
Goes up in seconds!

Ireland’s only tackle shop to be part of the
brilliant new Korda24

Visit us:
Unit 23 Orion Business Centre,
Ballycoolin,
Blanchardstown,
Dublin 15

NGT Bivvy light/charger
From just €21

Reel repair &
servicing available!

No more blunt hooks!
Fox Diamond hook file
Just €8.99

Waverunner bait boats
Ring for best prices

Phone us: 01-8991185
Email us: info@mainirishangling.com

www.mainirishangling.com
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New range of the superb CTX match
& feeder rods now in stock

NEW Korda Singlez
bankstick system in stock

Now proudly stocking
Nutrabaits
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ALTHOUGH NOT STRICTLY TRADITIONAL, LURE FISHING FOR WILD BROWN TROUT CAN BE AS EXHILARATING AND EXCITING AS ANY FORM OF FISHING, WITH
THEIR ACROBATIC JUMPS AND FOLLOWING OF LURES. LITTLE WONDER THEN THAT IT IS FAST BECOMING A VERY ATTRACTIVE SPORT TO MANY, ESPECIALLY AS
THE ULTRA-LIGHT LURE SCENE IS REALLY STARTING TO TAKE OFF HERE ON OUR SHORES.
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Dave Bowles
Dave Bowles & friends
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THE GEAR

THE LURES

As some of you might know I’m an ultra-light
specialist and although I really enjoy fly fishing
for trout I am indeed no expert on the matter.
However, I have adapted fly fishing techniques
into my light tackle trout fishing and it really
seems to work quite well. The clue is in the
name I guess, but you really don’t need heavy
gear; a rod rating of just 5-10gram is more than
enough to cover any budding trout stream as
you’re not likely to be catching exceptionally
large trout. A fish of a about a pound is a very
good fish on ultra-light gear, and indeed on
many small streams and rivers, in general. Even
fish of this size give your balanced gear a really
good workout. This style of fishing is simply
good fun and fish size should be the least of
your concerns.

“What kind of lures do I need, and which ones
work best?” might you ask, and I do get asked
this a lot. In all honesty there is no wrong or
right answer here, and is mostly down to trial
and error. Trout are usually fairly aggressive and
often you’ll find them willing to attack a great
many patterns. From my own results I must say
I do find that plugs, or “wobblers” as I like to
call them, from companies such as Pontoon 21,
Gunki or Rapala will most certainly catch you
fish a lot of the time, especially if there 3-5cm
in length and have a sinking or a suspended
version. It also pays to carry a good
selection of both versions and a variety of
different colours.

On your reel, you can use braid or
regular mono, or indeed fluorocarbon if you
so desire. Anything from 4-10lb is ample as
far as braid goes, as you can get it in such a
thin diameter. A mono of 4lb (same thickness
as perhaps 15-20lb braid) is also ideal in such
situations but I would say braid rules when
doing any type of lure fishing.

This style of fishing is
simply good fun and fish
size should be the least
of your concerns
Pg 42
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Soft plastics have really opened
the field in modern trout angling and
there are some superb quality and really
life-like imitations out there, especially
in something like the L-Baits range. The
L-Nymph (pictured right) is a first class
example, particularly when fishing upstream
like you would do if you were nymphing
fishing with a fly rod. This is where your fine
braided line would come in handy, as
it allows you to detect the delicate
bites common in the early part of

the year when you would do this type of fishing
most. Another example I like is the Slider series
available from Snapbaits. These are tiny 1”
paddle-tail type lures and the trout often seem
to crawl up the rod after them. I am sure this is
due to a combination of action and lure size.
I’ve even had trout jump from the water to take
it at the end of a retrieve! There are
also worm imitations and numerous
others, so many, in fact, that I could
write page after page and still not
cover a tiny fraction
of them.
Although my
mainstay is soft
plastics, remember
never to overlook
the humble spinner.
They’re a good classic
staple of my lure box and
have caught me an endless
amount of trout over the
years. We all know of
makes such as Mepps, Blue
fox and even Flying C’s
and almost every
tackle shop will
have some in
stock.

HOMEWORK
When I approach a trout stream or river I usually
spend a few minutes inspecting swims. I do this
purely to access the conditions and how the
flow of the river will have an effect on my lure
choice. For each swim, at the top (head) and
bottom (tail) ends I will mostly be fishing plugs,
casting directly across the main current and
slowly retrieving the lure, with an odd pause as
the lure comes back along my on bank at the
end of the retrieve. Like practically all other
lure fishing, a good tip is to hover the lure at
this moment, just for a few seconds. It’s always
surprising the amount of fish that follow
all the way to the bank and take right
at the end of a retrieve. Don’t be
afraid to impart some extra action
into your lure at this point – try a stop
and start motion, a few twitches on
the rod tip, anything to
entice a fish that may be
following.
Many anglers will
think soft plastics
must be fished, jigged or
hopped back slowly, but this
isn’t true. Try just keeping it in

Main and inset
A gorgeous river brownie which followed my small soft
plastic all the way back to bank, only taking when I
paused the retrieve right under the rod tip
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chartreuse Slider. I made a small flick upstream
and made sure to keep in good contact with
the lure, taking up the slack line as needs be.
This is key as you will not detect the hit from
the fish otherwise. Micro jig heads (like 1-3g)
are invaluable here in this situation and if you
can get them with long shank streamer hooks
then so much the better, as this will place the
hook point out near the back of the lure
resulting in more hooked fish. Trout
are very finicky when it comes to jig
heads I find, and can spit
a bait if they feel too
much

Above and inset
A “wobbler” caught
trout that looked as if it
had been hand painted.
Perfection

pace with the current and get that tail working
on the retrieve rather than on the fall back
down to the bottom (as you usually would for
perch, for example). This is especially effective
if you’re trying to fish under a tree or behind
a rock as you can cast beyond the intended
obstacle and wind the lure under or past it
without fear (usually) of snagging up. Give the
lure a few jigs to impart some action as you
retrieve and be sure to keep your finger on the
line when doing so, as a fish taking the lure will
be indicated by little pluck on the line.

As most of us know, in
fishing it is often the
little things that make
the biggest difference

A TYPICAL SESSION
At the back end of the trout season last year
(September) I teamed up with a good buddy of
mine, who I am teaching the art of ultra-light
fishing to. We arrived at the river and it was in
perfect condition, not too shallow but not too
high either. We spent a few minutes figuring
out the river, studying the runs and watching
for rising fish. After a brief talk we selected our
lures, both opting for plugs in Brown trout parr
colour. The fishing was slow on the trout front,
as the perch in the river were hitting the baits
before the trout could get to them, not that
we were complaining – it was excellent sport. I
enjoy catching perch but we were really there
for the trout.
After a fishing a few runs, we turned
our attention to some slightly faster water (less
“perchy”) with a good flow at the top end of the
pool. I deliberately put my buddy into the best
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Above
I have found the tiny one inch Charlie
Brewer Slider’s from the States (and
snapbaits.co.uk) are lethal for wild
brownies

Above and below
A Cheburashka rig, from Russia, is simply
fishing a soft plastic with an articulated
(jointed) jig head. It can weedless or nonweedless. This adds more movement and
action and in my experience it definitely
makes a difference where trout are
concerned

Trout are very finicky
when it comes to jig heads
I find, and can spit a bait if
they feel too much weight

part of the stretch (promise!) but after a few
casts he said “I don’t think there’s any fish in
this swim either” At this point I wondered over
to see how he was fishing it. He was doing it
exactly right, bar one little thing. As most of us
know, in fishing it is often the little things that
make the biggest difference. I thought it best to
show him rather than explain so I quickly cast
my lure to the edge of the flow of the pool and
with a few taps of the rod I got a solid hit. It felt
like a trout and this was soon confirmed after a
few energetic jumps. As many a fly angler will
testify, wild brownies, especially the smaller
ones, typically throw themselves repeatedly out
of the water when hooked. The fish was soon
landed in a spray of water and was a wonderful
example of the species, so perfect and beautiful
you would think it had been hand painted.

weight. You can also use a Cheburashka rig
(which simply incorporates an articulated jig
head, see above) for this style of fishing as it will
give a bit more movement to the soft plastic
compared to a normal jig head, which is always
a bonus.

My buddy continued to fish with
“wobblers” catching a few lovely trout here and
there, each one immaculate and pristine, and
each one released, of course. At this point I had
changed over to soft plastics and to a micro (1”)

DB

After fishing about half a dozen runs, I
had landed 10 wild brownies, nothing big but
superb sport on the tackle used. I’m not for one
second saying it’s more fun or more effective
than traditional fly fishing, just different and
equally as enjoyable in my book. I’ll continue
to try and perfect this style of fishing to suit my
own way of going about a river and hopefully
now that the new trout season has started I will
soon have a few of these wonderful wild fish in
my hands soon. I hope you do, too!
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Lesser celandine

Scientific name: Ficaria verna

One of the first flowers that many anglers will
notice in a given year, blooming as early as
February. Celandine favours damp ground and
frequently grows along roadsides, hedgerows,
woods and river banks where it can often be
seen in large carpets. A native member of the
buttercup family, it’s petals are a brilliant yellow
and leaves are heart shaped & glossy. Low
growing, usually only reaching 5cm in height.

Little egret

Scientific name: Egretta garzetta

A sure sign of climate change, the Little Egret was
rare in Ireland & the UK until less than 20 years ago,
being confined to warmer parts of Europe. Now it
is breeding and becoming more widespread here.
Egrets occupy a wide range of aquatic habitats,
feeding on fish, amphibians and insects. Little
egrets are similar in profile to the more common
heron (Ardea cinerea) but are fairly unmistakable
due to their brilliant white colour. Larger egret
species, such as the Great White egret (twice the
size), are also starting to shift northwards.

#otslookout

On the l

Sea slater

kout...

Scientific name: Ligia oceanica

If you’ve done any rock fishing by the sea
then chances are you will have glimpsed
these small crustaceans, especially in the
evening or night. Sea slaters are close
relatives of the woodlouse, living amongst
the rocks along our coasts. A nocturnal
animal, they eat decaying organic matter like
seaweed. Individuals live for 2-3 years.

Some wildlife to keep an eye out for when fishing this March & April

Spiked water milfoil

Scientific name: Myriophyllum spicatum

A widespread native weed (macrophyte)
found across a range of habitats, from slow
flowing rivers and canals to ponds and
lakes. It can also be found in some brackish
waters. Milfoil usually requires clear water
with good light intensity, high calcium
content and high nutrient levels. It tolerates
a very wide pH level of 5.5-11. Milfoil
typically grows in depths of up to 3m and
is often found in dense beds. Its feathery
leaves grow to just under the surface and
are supported by reddish stems.

“ In every walk with nature one receives
far more than he seeks ” JOHN MUIR
~
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Otter

Scientific name: Lutra lutra

A notoriously shy animal but one that will be
familiar to many anglers. Ireland is considered
to have the healthiest population in Europe,
whereas in the UK, where many have been
reintroduced following declines, they are
considered to have overpopulated many areas.
Otters primarily eat fish but have a varied
diet. Historically, otters preyed mostly on eels,
salmonids & coastal fish species but stocks
have reduced considerably and thus otters are now often found in habitats where they were not
before. Their presence signals a healthy ecosystem. Otters breed once every 2 years and may live
for 15-20 years. Otters don’t exactly kill for fun but do teach their young to hunt, although they
often only eat certain parts of an individual fish before moving on.
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A closer look at a Corrib feeder stream
THERE IS LITTLE DOUBT THAT WILD BROWN TROUT STOCKS ARE SUFFERING
NATIONWIDE BUT WHAT ARE THE CAUSES? FRESHWATER BIOLOGIST GARY ROBINSON
HAS STUDIED THE PROBLEM ON THE CROSS RIVER, A TRIBUTARY OF THE MIGHTY CORRIB,
AND ARGUES THAT IT IS ABSOLUTELY NOT A CASE OF PIKE EATING ALL THE TROUT...

L
Last year I finished up a freshwater
and marine biology Honours
Degree (at GMIT) and for my final
thesis I decided to investigate an
area of Lough Corrib, or rather, one
of its feeder streams. There has
been an ongoing and aggressive
‘predator control program’ in the
lake where gill nets are laid out at
great expense to remove spawn
laden pike as they congregate
to procreate in the shallows in
springtime. Pike have been long
referred to as a nuisance in Lough
Corrib and one that has been
blamed on the disappearance of
huge numbers of trout, a conclusion
based on estimates and guess work
which is hardly a sound basis for
any scientific reasoning. A 2012
Lough Corrib survey noted in its
summary that despite the ongoing
removal of pike, trout recruitment
was low, particularly in the north
east of the lake. Based on this and
the thought that it is more than
the pike responsible for poor trout
numbers I decided to investigate
the Cross River , a feeder to the
Corrib that joins the lake in this
location. I will attempt to condense
days of fieldwork, hundreds of
hours of lab work and scores of
pages of writing into an article a few
hundred words in length for your
consideration.
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Spoil heaps along many sections of the
Cross River give some clue as to why trout
recruitment may be poor... the very material
that the trout need to spawn over is now piled
high on the bank

The Cross River flows
for approximately 15kms across
fertile agricultural grazing land to
enter the lake at Derries Bay . It
flows through two small villages
and features a waste water
treatment facility with a second one
planned. The river has also been
extensively modified through
(Office of Public Works, OPW)
dredging for drainage with obvious
spoil heaps seen along most
parts of the watercourse. Prior to
starting the project I had assumed
that water quality was the issue
with scope for contamination from
agricultural runoff and domestic
inputs being the chief culprits.
Methodology for the project
would see the selection of five
sampling sites along the river’s
length which would be subject to

water sample removal
for chemical analysis and
kick sampling efforts. The
kick sampling would remove
macroinvertebrates for laboratory
identification; macroinvertebrate
analysis being a key method for
identifying water quality using
various indices. Water samples were
collected with four kick samples
taken from each site.
Chemical analysis
for phosphates and nitrates
stumped me when they came
back at negligible levels. I was
sure that water quality was going
to be an issue but the results
showed otherwise. That said,
sampling occurred when the river
was at normal level but in the
preceding weeks there had been
a few massive rainfall events. It is

plausible that any runoff may
have been flushed from the
system but seeing as that is
purely speculative the only way
to determine this
would be through
further sampling
during drier
spells. Excessive
plant growth in the
river and at its mouth
would indeed suggest
that there are nutrient
influences affecting the
water but were not
detected during this
sampling effort.
Next up was the
macroinvertebrate
analysis which
required recovering
all samples to the
lab and identifying

Stoneflies need very
good water quality

them with the aid of a stereoscopic
microscope. When processing
macroinvertebrates there are three
main groups that will indicate
water of better quality just by their
presence – Plecoptera (stoneflies),
Ephemeroptera (mayflies) and
Tricoptera (sedges). Stoneflies will
inhabit only the cleanest of water,
many mayflies will tolerate very
clean water and many sedges can
be found in water of reasonably
good quality. Samples that contain
only oligochaetes (worms),
Coleoptera (beetle larvae) and large
amounts of Asellidae (crustaceans,
shrimps) are generally of a poorer
quality. Please note that this is an
oversimplification of the process
for the sake of this article. The
uppermost two sites on the river
yielded only worms, beetles and
crustaceans and seemed to initially
back up my water quality theory
but further down the river sedges,
mayflies and the odd stonefly
started to appear. To have
stonefly present would
indicate very clean water
so I had to rethink my
strategy.
Taking my
samples into account
I started to realise
that although there
was representation
there from all of the
major groups and with
juvenile salmonids seen
at most sites, there were
only a couple of species
present from each group where

in a healthy river system there
would be a far greater range in
species diversity. I started to look
at the physical form of the river
to see if I could figure out why
there was such a small range of
macroinvertebrate species in this
body of water. Further research
uncovered that reports made for
the Water Framework Directive had
listed the Cross River as being in
danger of canalisation; previous
OPW dredging efforts had almost
resulted in transforming what
was a river with pool, riffle and
glide habitats into a featureless,
canal-like drain.
Many species of
invertebrate like to occupy different
sections of each habitat – some
prefer the swifter flowing areas,
some the slacker. With dredging
removing a lot of the river habitats
and leaving only slacker water
with few riffles and glides left in
large sections of the river, it stands
to reason that a huge portion
of their aquatic inhabitants are
also going to be missing. Indeed
the two highest sites on the river
were devoid of substrate, the
river flowing over bare bedrock.
Dredging is incredibly ecologically
destructive and although that
last major OPW drainage scheme
occurred here decades ago it was
clear to see that the river ecology
had still not recovered sufficiently.
Dredging is not only
ecologically destructive by
removing the building blocks
of a lot of aquatic life but it also
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Ireland, probably the only country
in the world where prime spawning
habitat can be removed and the
subsequent dearth of trout is blamed
on another species - pike
drastically alters the physical
environment of the river. To dredge
a river essentially what happens
is heavy machinery is moved in
to deepen, and in some cases
straighten, the river. Spoil heaps
along many sections of the Cross
River give some clue as to why trout
recruitment may be poor in the
north eastern area of the Corrib;
the very material that the trout
need to spawn over is now piled
high on the bank some 10-15
metres form the river’s edge. I know
salmonids are an ‘athletic’ species
but even they couldn’t manage to
leap from the river to cut redds and
spawn over dry land. Fish cannot
spawn unless there is the right
substrate there for them to spawn
onto, an observation that one
would wager could go a long way
towards explaining the lower levels
of trout recruitment in the north
east of the Corrib.
And so it continues Ireland, probably the only country
in the world where prime spawning

habitat can be
removed and the
How can killing pike (and many other fish) in
subsequent dearth
the Western lakes fix trout spawning issues
caused by dredging and nutrient enrichment?
of trout is blamed on
another species. If
it wasn’t so tragic it
would be funny. Almost €120,000
has recently been earmarked
for the removal of healthy pike
in 2017 that could attract great
tourism revenue into the Corrib area
all year round, not just during trout
season. The Corrib angling product
is in decline whereas mixed fisheries
like Lough Ree are providing better
sport for both pike and trout
anglers. The money put aside for
the folly of predator removal could
be far better spent restoring and
improving the lake’s spawning
feeders but alas predator control
continues almost unhindered on
Ireland’s ‘wild’ trout fisheries.
Surely ‘wild trout fisheries’ is a
misnomer? The word wild would
imply that there is no intervention
No spawning substrate = no
by man. What with predator control
salmonid spawning - simple!
and hatcheries on many of these

The aftermath of arterial dredging. Historical
& present day spoils heaps like this are a
common sight along so many Irish rivers.

A great deal of intelligence can
be invested in ignorance when
the need for illusion is deep.
SAUL BELLOW

waters it is seen by many that the
‘wild’ tag is nothing more than
a cynical marketing ploy used to
convince those that don’t tend to
delve a little deeper. Some would
call it deceit. These policies are
having a severe impact on coarse
and pike angling revenue that was
created by visiting tourists who now
prefer to spend their money in more
enlightened angling destinations
around Europe.
GR
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Our new How to section helps you
to catch more fish! Hints and tips,
tricks and edges for game, coarse
and sea anglers.

Howto

Want us to feature something in
particular? Then just get in touch on
social media or drop us an email at
editor@offthescaleangling.ie and let
us know!

LEARN

DO

FISH

CATCH!
©

SIMPLE RUNNING
LEDGER CONGER
RIG

		TIE A SIMPLE CONGER EEL RIG
with Gary Blake

R

igs for shore-based conger fishing do not need to complicated, in fact, as you’ll see, they
are incredibly simple. Simple yet very strong. Few species will give you a tussle quite like a
big eel and any weaknesses in your tackle will quickly be found out. It’s also worth bearing in
mind that you don’t play a conger like you would some other fish - it’s more a case of pull with all
your strength! If you give them an inch they will take a foot and really a conger battle is often like
a brutal tug-o-war. You win some, you lose some but allowing the rig to come off if (or when) it
gets snagged is a huge bonus.
A heavy duty mono leader is essential to
stand up to the snags that will be present on
practically every conger mark. Rocks, pilings,
piers, breakwaters, scrap metal, you name
it - your leader needs to deal with these kind
of obstacles. Choose a leader of at least 6080lb.
The important thing to remember with the
lead arrangement isn’t the size or type but
that you need to set it up so you can lose
it in the event of it snagging up. This will
happen a lot when conger fishing! You can
tie it on using a “rotten bottom” (weak line)
but I find a paper clip works just as well if not
better. It bends out easily under pressure and
leaves you in direct contact with the eel.
Your trace needs to be two things; short and
very strong. 1-2ft is perfect length-wise as
you don’t want the eel to swallow the baited
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60-80LB MONO
LEADER

hook and you want good bite indication.
Congers typically nibble baits and are not as
ferocious as you might think. I’d recommend
some very heavy mono like 150lb to combat
the abrasive nature of the eel’s teeth.
Hook size isn’t something to really worry
about, so long as it is big, strong and can
cope with big baits like full or half mackerel.
Usually a 6/0 is fine.
Another tip is to use a very strong cross-lock
clip for your trace. This allows you to change
traces quickly and helps to maximise fishing
time at certain stages of the tide etc.
Congers are tricky to land! Bring a drop net
for piers/high rock marks or a large landing
net for where you can get access to the
water. It is much safer for you and the fish!

Strong crosslock clip

1-2FT 150LB+
MONO TRACE

Zip slider

Paper
clip
Size 6/0 Meat hook

Lead
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EARLY SEASON
TENCH FLOAT RIG

Waggler float

		SET UP AN EARLY SEASON TENCH FLOAT RIG

DRENNAN DOUBLE
STRENGTH 6-8LB
STRAIGHT THROUGH

with Jason Summers
Float stops or
Korda sinkers

T

ench can be very obliging early-season. Before they spawn they are often ravenous and they
begin this annual feed-up a lot earlier than many anglers think. I would say that the majority of
tench anglers only resume their fishing towards the end of the best fishing, sometime in May.
Personally, one tench caught on the float is worth 10 on ledger rigs but of course sometimes it is
not practical to float fish for tinca’s when factors like casting distance, time between bites and
night-time feeding are accounted for. I definitely think it is more fun though!
I find that the old classic “lift method” is best for early season float fishing when tench are a
lot hungrier and bolder. The float is v and fished slightly over-depth so that it cocks on a tight line,
ready to register the slightest of movements at the hook end. Usually the float rises up (lifts) out of
the water as the tench picks up the hookbait.
I put my trust in Drennan Double Strength for
my mainline, which is a pre-stretched line
making it narrow in diameter than normal
mono’s, with less stretch. It is very important
to fish this line straight through to the hook
as short lengths (like hooklinks) are prone to
snapping. Do this and it is very strong.
Float choice, of course, depends on
conditions and distances etc . but I always
trap the float on the line between two float
rubbers or tungsten sinkers. These are far
more line friendly than split shot and it makes
the set up as strong as possible.
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Even my anchor shot are not pinched on the
line, to avoid possibly weakening it. Instead
I use a micro rig ring and pinch my shot
on to a loop of mono. I find that the shot
running on the mainline also improves bite
indication.
The use of another float stop or sinker acts
as a stop for the shot and dictates how long
your “hooklink” is. It can easily be changed
during a session and again does not weaken
the line or require you to re-tie any knots.
Hook choice is totally up to you but if I can
get away with it (small fish allowing) I would
normally go with something like a strong size
16-12 hook baited with maggots.

Anchor shot
on loop of line
Micro rig ring
Float stop or
Korda sinker

“HOOKLINK”
LENGTH VARIES,
TRY 4-5” TO START
Size 16-12 Drennan
Super Specialist
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EARLY SEASON
TENCH FEEDER RIG

		SET UP AN EARLY SEASON TENCH FEEDER RIG
with Jason Summers

A

s I’ve said, it isn’t always feasible to float fish for tench for long periods or in certain swims.
Plus there is no doubt that multiple rod set ups with self hooking (bolt) rigs are extremely
effective at catching fish. If you want numbers of tench or are sitting it out for a big one
then fishing this way is usually the way to go.
Again, as with all my rigs, there is nothing fancy here. So many anglers over-complicate
things these days, and there really is no need. When using this maggot feeder rig (which also
works well for bream, hybrids, roach & carp) I don’t even use a hair rig, instead just nicking the
maggots on the hook. Obviously this isn’t always possible due to small nuisance fish and then I will
switch to bigger hookbaits like artificial corn or boilies, which fish better on a hair.
I like to use leadcore leaders of 2-3ft long.
These act as mini-snag leaders & also reduce
the risk of weakening the mainline when
using helicopter rigs like this one.
The hooklink is attached to a quick change
swivel so I can quickly swap to a freshly
baited rig or change it if needed. Early
season feeding spells are often short & I want
to make the most of that time.
The hooklink is trapped between two rubber
beads which sit on tungsten sinkers or bits of
silicone. Just as in carp fishing, it is important
that the top bead can slide off the leadcore
in the event of a line breakage so that a fish,
at worst, is only towing around the hooklink.
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I use 8-10lb fluorocarbon for my hooklinks
and always keep them short, say 2-3”. This
rig works so much better with very short
hooklinks. An anti-tangle sleeve helps to
prevent tangles.

10LB MAINLINE

2-3FT LEADCORE
Rubber beads on
sinkers or silicone
2oz maggot feeder

Hook choice for me is a size 14-12 Drennan
Barbel hook - strong, but fine in the wire.
Maggots are simply fished straight on the
hook.
Feeder choice is up to you. You may want
to tape up some of the holes with insulation
tape to slow down the release of maggots
into your swim.

Quick change swivel
with anti-tangle sleeve

2-3” 8-10LB
FLUOROCARBON

Size 14-12
Drennan
Barbel
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Spring salmon fishing with Alan Nolan
Words & images: Bill Brazier

“There is no accounting for the humour of a salmon. You do not know when he will take it into his head to rise. The angler
must make up his mind to have many blank days… and never be put out by failure” - Hugh Falkus, Salmon Fishing
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T

he sticky mud squelched
underfoot as we made our
way along the blossoming
hawthorn hedgerows,
through the felled, near
barren fields of last year’s
maize and to the banks
of a swollen river. Whilst
there had been a deluge of rain in recent
days – it was truly the start of spring – most
watercourses would have already risen,
dumped their extra load at sea and fallen
again, but this was the River Lee in Co. Cork,
a highly modified waterway whose natural
pace and rhythm are subject not so much to
the local climate but to the two hydroelectric
dams further up the system. The significant
impact of the power generation stations at
Inniscarra and Carrigadrohid on the river
and its fish stocks since their construction
in the 1950s has been well documented,
especially in recent times by the River
Runner campaign. It just so happens that
one of the main tellers of this story, Alan
Nolan, was the man hoping for some silver
this morning.
However, the Lee was in an elevated,
pacey mood, as the flooded riparian
paths and inundated water dropwort bore
testament to. She was not going to make the
task of tempting a fresh run spring salmon
any easier. From the off we were restricted
to trying our luck in a short section of
river upstream of the infamous Angler’s
Rest bridge, whereas downstream of the
landmark would usually have been a better
early season bet. Many of the favoured areas
and lies were essentially off-limits due to
the high
water levels,
particularly as
our intrepid
salmon angler
favours fly
fishing these
days. As a
complete salmon angling novice, I remarked
that surely such conditions could only
effectively be fished with heavy spinning
tactics, but Alan was keen to expound why
he still favoured the fly, even when faced
with an extra three feet or more of water
on. “Years ago you would have been correct,
when lines and rods, especially, heavily
curtailed any effort to cast a fly in anything
but near perfect water. But fly gear has come
on leaps and bounds in recent years, it’s
almost unrecognisable now to what it used
to be”.

I leant both a sympathetic and
admirative ear as my muse for the day
recalled seasons and sessions long ago.
It was clear to me, as always in such
conversations with such characters, that
although the tackle may have changed and
improved, the tactics and basic watercraft
are still very much the same. Although, it
seems the modern angler has forgotten
some of these fundamental principles,
highlighted perfectly as Alan carefully
tiptoed along the banks, peering through a
pair of polaroids into the raised but still clear
marginal slacks in the vague hope of seeing
a silver tourist. “What was it that Izaak
Walton [a forefather of recreational fishing]
advocated? “Study to be quiet” So few of the
anglers I see make any attempt to remain
unnoticed by the fish. Isn’t stealth one of
the most important things when trying
to catch a wild animal?” I wholeheartedly
agreed with the enthusiastic Corkman and
confirmed that stealth is one of the most
conspicuous aspects of angling not taught in
modern media circles. As Alan was suffering
from a fairly significant long-term leg injury,
I also joked that moving slowly and carefully
along the river was his only choice anyway!
It was James Wilson, writing in The
Rod and the Gun in 1840, who eloquently
penned “Fly fishing has been compared,
though by a somewhat circuitous mode of
reasoning, to sculpture. It proceeds upon a
few basic principles, and the theory is easily
acquired, although it may require long and
severe labour to become a great master in
the art” Sure enough, as he made his first
cast of the day, Alan was keen to stress that it
had taken him
a great, great
many hours
of practice,
effort and
study, to
reach a stage
where he now
feels as confident – if not more so – with
a fly rod in hand rather than a shrimping
or spinning model when after salmon. Of
course, it would be folly for any angler to
ignore an effective method of catching fish
purely out of stubbornness and allegiance;
each method has its place. I asked Alan
why choose the fly above all else as his
go-to method, when the commonly-held
perception among anglers is that fly fishing
makes an already difficult challenge even
harder. “This is the thing, it’s not any harder,
not once you have served an apprenticeship.

“Study to be quiet... Isn’t stealth one
of the most important things when
trying to catch a wild animal?”

Right
Steely concentration
even in the face of
adversity
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Above
“fly gear has come
on leaps and bounds
in recent years”
Below
High water made a
difficult task even
more so
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You might not be able to pick up a double
handed salmon rod and go and catch a fish
first time. With a Flying C or something you
might just well fluke a fish with little thought
as to the why and how. I guess you could
say that other methods can act as short-cuts
to success for lots of people. Fly fishing
requires a lot of dedication to get even half
right, but as I said earlier modern tackle
advances make this a lot easier”
It might
sound at this
point that Alan is
displaying a touch
of arrogance when
it comes to the age
old debate of fly
versus all other
methods – he is
not. “One of the
worst things about
salmon fishing
is the snobbery
that still exists,
especially regarding
fly fishing. If I
mention that I fly
fish for salmon
to most people
they automatically
assume I must be
some pompous
so-and-so who
dresses in Tweed
and only fishes
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exclusive beats. The truth is I love fly fishing
and everything about it. I enjoy doing it.
The science behind the line choice and the
casting, the action of the rod blank, the
never-ending uncertainty of the efficacy of
certain fly patterns – the whole lot”
Wading up to his waist, as he
took his in-stream stance, his love for the
method - and salmon fishing in general - was
abundantly clear to see, as was his learned
ability. I must admit that I was sceptical as
to how anyone could cover as much water
with a fly as they could with a spinner, but
yet here before my eyes and lenses was
the proof. After a few warm-up attempts,
the homemade tube fly was sent out with
pinpoint accuracy to fish in an arc just off
a perilous overhanging ash branch. “Why
would I want to fish a spinner here when I
can cover it with a fly?” Alan validly argued.
Those of you who have discovered the
delights of fly fishing for pike in recent years
will undoubtedly, like me, be left under no
allusions as to the incredible success of the
method. Flies (if you can call them that!) can
be fished at whatever depth you desire based
on careful line choice but most importantly
can also be fished very slowly – far slower
than 90% of lures – meaning the water you
can cover in a cast is done so very effectively
indeed. My host for the day concurred that
the same principle applied here.
Although the river was bowling
through on arrival, it had noticeably begun
to recede by midday, as is typical for the Lee,

“The truth is I love fly fishing and everything
about it. I enjoy doing it. The science behind
the line choice and the casting, the action of the
rod blank, the never-ending uncertainty of the
efficacy of certain fly patterns – the whole lot”
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“spring had sprung... The salmon may not have
been biting – or even present at all – but all was
right with the world. There was no place either
of us would rather have been”
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Below
Holding the line like
this makes casting in
fast water that much
easier, as you are
not fighting with the
current to pick up
the line on the cast

being a relatively short river from Inniscarra
to the Cork city bounds where we found
ourselves on this mild March morning. Each
winter seems to drag by with increasing
dismay (quite ironic really as they are
certainly becoming shorter) but spring had
sprung and the air was filled with birdsong
once again. To the untrained eye winter
still held its grip on the landscape but to an
angler the signs of encouragement were all
around. Daffodils acted as beacons of colour
in a still largely dull, brown understorey
and the banks were smattered with petals of
Lesser celandine and Wood anemone. Garish
green buds burst out of every bankside
willow sapling. Even several bumble bees
were busying themselves with nectar and
pollen collection. The salmon may not have
been biting – or even present at all – but all
was right with the world. There was no place
either of us would rather have been.
Salmon fishing is a peculiar branch
of our wonderful pastime. The quarry
and its life story are nothing short of
remarkable. The difficulties and obstacles

each and every Atlantic salmon faces, from
egg to smolt to returning to spawn, are
truly inspirational and the very epitome of
the mantra “never give up” The catching
of a salmon though, that oh-so-brief
moment of hand-to-scale contact with this
most determined, unrelenting of aquatic
creatures, is far from easy. After all, adults
don’t even eat in freshwater. But in a bizarre
way, that’s a good thing. “Every salmon is
earned” proclaimed Alan proudly. “There
are so, so many blank days when you may
not even see a salmon yet alone hook into
or land one. But when you do, it is sheer
ecstasy. It is a privilege and an honour,
and the sense of achievement is, usually,
immense” This is especially so, of course,
with a fresh run, straight-from-the-sea, bar
of silver, a time when this most magnificent
fish is at its true best. Knowing of and
seeing the huge decline in salmon running
our rivers, even in my short lifetime, I
enquired if this feeling was always the same.
“Maybe it means a little more now that the
resource is diminishing. On somewhere
like the Lee, where the runs have collapsed
compared to what they were because of the
ESB dams, I definitely feel like it’s a huge
accomplishment to catch a wild salmon”
As any angler
would be, I was
fascinated to peer
inside Alan’s fly box.
The lack of colour
variation was, at
first surprising. Mostly there were oranges,
golds, blacks, yellows. “It’s like any fishing”
he said in a reassuring tone. “After a while
you begin to work out what catches you
fish. You might not truly understand why, or
whether it is even the correct assumption
but you gain confidence in a few patterns
and that is what, I think, matters most. I
tie all my own flies and treat them all like
little experiments. Some work, some don’t,
but for me it’s all part of the joy of salmon
fishing” I’m sure most if not all of you
reading this will have your own favourite
fly or lure or bait for certain species, under
certain conditions. We may all be both right
and wrong at the same time. That favourite
colour combination may not actually work
better than any other in the grand scheme
of things but if it works for you then it is the
best. As Alan simply put it, “confidence is
key”
Michael D. Radencich’s 2012 book
Classic Salmon Fly Patterns proves, if
anything, that everyone is looking for that
confidence factor. After all, it describes
some 1738 different salmon fly patterns
from around the world. For a fish that

primarily feeds on
krill and larger shrimp
when out at sea, there
simply shouldn’t be
that many variations
on a theme – yet there are! It seems that
every fly tyer and buyer is looking for that,
perhaps unattainable, perfection – that one
pattern of fly that will catch each and every
time, or will tempt the biggest fish, or the

“Confidence is probably the most
vital part of any angler’s armoury”
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Above
“confidence is key”
Above
Alan’s box of
“experiments” for
2017. Tying is one
of the best parts of
salmon fishing for
him

largest number of fish, or will appeal to the
freshest of fresh run springers. “Confidence
is probably the most vital part of any angler’s
armoury” stated Alan. “If they believe that
their imagined or chosen pattern will catch a
fish then there is a much greater chance that
they will catch a fish”
And salmon anglers, maybe above
all other fisher folk, need all the confidence
they can get. You must have a positive mindset to go salmon fishing. The odds are so
stacked against you from every conceivable
angle; from the decline of stocks, to the
state of the river, to the fact that you might
strike at the wrong moment. Today was a
case in point. We both knew instantly on
seeing the water conditions that, given that
it was still only early March, the chance of
glimpsing, let alone catching, a salmon were
very slim indeed. And yet Alan still fished
on, out of hope. It could have happened, but
predictably it didn’t. The reality was that, on
a river like the Lee, where just two or three
fresh fish had been caught so far this year
(opened Feb 1st) and where the run is low at
the best of times, there was, in all likelihood,
not a single salmon to be found anywhere
near us. It takes a certain kind of person to
accept that and to still venture out, to still try
regardless. An eternal optimist.
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Thanks for reading...

Like the mag?
Then give us a like!
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